3. MedHub Mobile App for Android

The MedHub Mobile Android App allows Trainees that use an Android phone to:

- View and Log work hours in real time
- Access weekly work hour compliance overviews
- View and sync calendars

Android Account

Once logged in, users have the option to Send Feedback and provide comments about the Android App to MedHub at any time, or users can log off from the Account page.
3.1. Accessing the MedHub Android App

The MedHub Mobile App is available for Android users and may be accessed via the Google Play Store. The Trainee can search for the App by typing 'MedHub' in the search field and the MedHub Mobile App will be displayed.

When the App is opened the Trainee will select their home institution from the drop-down menu, enter their username and their password/passkey (for users who use single-sign on credentials) to access MedHub.
3.2. Using the MedHub Central App to Log Work Hours

Logging Work Hours

Below is the interface for the MedHub Central app used to log work hours. To access the weekly compliance checklist, tap on the “Weekly Compliance Checklist” tab on the main page.

Deleting an Entry

To delete an entry, tap on the entry, then tap the “Delete” button to delete the entry. The entry will be deleted from the system.

Submitting Work Hours / Viewing the Weekly Compliance Checklist

The weekly compliance checklist is displayed on the main page of the app. Any potential violations that have been identified in the weekly compliance checklist will be displayed in the “Potential Violations” checklist. The potential violations will be listed in the “Weekly Compliance Checklist” tab on the main page.

To view the schedule, tap on the “Weekly Compliance Checklist” tab on the main page.
3.4. Using the MrPPhi Android App to Log Procedures

Using the MrPPhi Android app, you can easily log procedures and keep track of patient data. Here’s how you can do it:

1. Open the MrPPhi app on your Android device.
2. Log in with your credentials.
3. Select the patient you want to log data for.
4. Choose the relevant procedure from the list.
5. Enter the details such as date, location, supervisor, and patient ID.
6. Add notes and complications if necessary.
7. Save the log.

This process helps in maintaining accurate records, which is crucial for compliance and patient care.
3.5. Using the MedHub Employee App to View or Sync Calendar

Some users may want to use the MedHub Calendar in the MedHub Employee app instead of the MedHub Employee app. The Calendar allows users to view and manage their calendar, and can also be used to synchronize with other calendars, such as Google Calendar. When viewing the calendar in the MedHub Employee app, users can access their personal calendar or share it with other users. To access the calendar in the MedHub Employee app, users can select the calendar from the main menu of the app.

To access the calendar in the MedHub Employee app, open the app and select the calendar from the main menu.

When finished viewing the calendar, tap the back button to return to the calendar.

Sync MedHub Calendar for Personal Calendar

For personal calendars, a calendar can be created and can be shared with other users. To create a personal calendar, users can select the calendar from the main menu and tap on the Personal Calendar button.

Click on the Personal Calendar or the calendar has been added to the main calendar menu.

Note: Users must also click the Sync Personal button before selecting the calendar from the main menu.
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4. MedHub Mobile App for iPhone

The MedHub Mobile iPhone App provides Trainees that use an iPhone with the ability to:

- Log work hours in real time.
- Access weekly work hour compliance overview.
- Complete pending evaluations, as well as initiate and request evaluations.
- Submit and review case logs.

Faculty members may also complete evaluations and verify pending procedures via the iPhone App.

Push Notifications can be enabled via the push notification pop-up after the initial download or through iPhone settings (Settings > Notifications > MedHub > Allow Notifications).
4.1. Accessing the MedHub iPhone App

The MedHub Mobile App is available for iPhone users and may be accessed via the App Store.

The Trainee will search for the App by typing 'MedHub' in the search field and the MedHub Mobile App will be displayed.

When the App is initially opened the Trainee will be asked if they would like to receive notifications from MedHub (i.e. "Work Hours have not been submitted yet.")

When the App is opened the Trainee will select their home institution from the drop-down menu, enter their username and their password/paaskey (for users who use single-log on credentials to access MedHub).

Welcome to MedHub

Choose Institution

MedHub

Username

loratta.mills

Password / Paaskey

***********

LOG IN

For Android users, the mobile app may be accessed by entering the user's institution's MedHub URL into the browser on the device. The user will be asked if they wish to access the "My File: Evaluations App", "Mobile Work Hours App", or "Procedures Logging App". Users will then be able to complete evaluations, record work hours, or submit case logs depending on the app they have chosen.

Push Notifications and Alerts

Upon login, the user has the option to allow (or prevent) notifications from the MedHub app. Push notifications pop-up on the screen of the user at first, with a prompt to answer whether they want notifications. These notifications will tell the Trainee if they still have Work Hours to submit, or will tell a Trainee or Faculty member if an evaluation has been assigned to him or her.

The circular red alert icon, with the number of pending incomplete evaluations (if applicable), will show within the native App when it is open, over the Evaluations icon listed at the bottom of the screen:

The red alert icon also displays outside the native app icon before the app is selected and opened.
4. Using the Mobile Phone App to View or Edit Calendar

Open the app to see the calendar's contents. Here you can add events and see your calendar. To enter your events, tap the calendar on your phone. Your phone will automatically sync with your online calendar. To add an event, tap the plus button. To delete an event, tap the delete button. To edit an event, tap the event and make the changes. You can also set reminders for your events. To set a reminder, go to the event and tap the reminder button. Your phone will automatically remind you of your event. To view your calendar, go to the calendar on your phone. To switch between calendars, go to the calendar menu and select the calendar you want to view. You can also set your phone to show the calendar on your lock screen. To do this, go to the settings on your phone and select the lock screen. Then select the calendar and turn on the option to show the calendar on your lock screen.
How to Send Feedback

1. Tap the ‘Feedback’ icon

2. Select ‘Send Feedback’

3. Enter your feedback

4. Tap ‘Send’

How to Review User Records

1. Tap ‘Review Records’

2. View your records

3. Log out

User Information

- First Name: John
- Last Name: Doe
- Email: johndoe@example.com
- Phone: 123-456-7890
- Address: 123 Main St, Anytown, USA

This is a sample page and can be used for training purposes without content.